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Use the Release Notes to find information about what’s new and improved in 
Forcepoint UEBA version 3.0.9.

Features

Cache added to getting attributes by mode endpoint

A cache has been added to the /reference/event_attribute/attributes_by_event_type 
endpoint to increase speed in the scale stack. This endpoint is used to populate the 
attributes dropdown on the show context config page. (RPP-11175)

Cache added to event_attributes endpoint

When the UI first loads, it makes a request for all event attributes for:

● EV sorting (numeric only)

● attribute model configuration (numeric only)

● numeric field feature configuration (numeric only)

● the dropdown on the event attribute table

This is the result of the MDS/reference/event_attribute endpoint.

Two functionalities have been added:

A button on the "Data Utilities" page has been added to manually refresh the attribute 
cache. This can be used during the initial ingest to help offset having a cache over this 
dataset.

A long-lived cache on the requests for this endpoint (i.e. - something like 24 hours) 
has been added. This can be so long-lived because once a mode has existed for a 
while, the set of event attribute names changes pretty infrequently. (RPP-11073)
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Prefer plain text when processing email

The Conversion Service now prefers plain text over HTML body types in the 
Conversion Service. HTML bodies can still be ingested if plain text does not exist. 
(RPP-10822)

Top Entities sorted by Risk Score

The Top Entities card on the Analytic Dashboard displays the top 50 entities by Risk 
Score. Unless there are fewer than 50 Monitored Entities total, the Top Entities card 
will always have 50 entries. If there are fewer than 50 entities with Risk Scores above 
0, the remainder of the list is populated with entities that are sorted first by Risk Level, 
then by Actor ID. (RPP-10466)

Upgrade Ansible Playbooks to Install ES5.latest by Default

Forcepoint UEBA now uses Elasticsearch version 5.6.9. (RPP-10387)

Update Java Libraries/Services to Use ES5.latest

Forcepoint UEBA now uses Elasticsearch version 5.6.9. (RPP-10388)

Elasticsearch query timeout

For all queries that we execute against Elasticsearch in an interactive workflow, heavy 
queries timeout rather than otherwise introducing instability into the cluster. (RPP-
10385)

Elasticsearch query timeout alert

If the Elasticsearch timeout is triggered, a modal alert with the text "A query you've 
executed has timed out. Try reducing the complexity of your search, or contact a 
system administrator for assistance." (RPP-10386)

Feature Scoring

The Feature Scoring job computes the feature distributions from the entire set for each 
feature-mode pair at the beginning of every job. Initializing feature scoring 
distributions and applying feature scoring results to the events have been separated to 
reduce the time it takes to complete this job. (RPP-10172)
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Cache added to event entity role by type endpoint

A cache has been added to the endpoint that gets all event entity roles broken down by 
which event types they apply to. (RPP-11099)

Attachment Highlighting and highlighter configuration

For non-proximity searches, the Fast Vector Highlighter (FVH) as been introduced. It 
is our fastest highlighter and offers excellent performance and decent accuracy for 
word and phrase searches.

For proximity searches, the Unified Highlighter has been introduced. It offers good for 
performance and accuracy.

The highlighting configuration has been extended to include a "highlighter per field" 
option, allowing targeted changes to certain types of highlighting to be applied. (RPP-
9867)

Disclaimers and quoted text excluded by default

Disclaimers and quoted text from email threads (known as Zoned Text) will now be 
excluded from feature analytics and from searches by default. This will only affect 
events with disclaimers or quoted text." (RPP-10550)

Migration to turn off streaming scoring during upgrade

While streaming scoring is now enabled by default, this migration ensures that 
upgraded clients will continue to have streaming scoring disabled (i.e., the default 
behavior pre-upgrade). Streaming must be manually enabled in those environments. 
(RPP-10607)

Review Dashboard automatic counts

Automatic count updating after reviewing an event on the Review Dashboard has 
been removed to increase speed. The counts on the review queue will no longer 
actively decrement when reviewing events on the review dashboard and will instead 
require a refresh to update the counts. The count for the current review queue will give 
an estimated count, which will decrement locally in the browser without reaching out 
to MDS for a new count or confirmation. Tooltips have been added to the counts to 
reflect their new estimated nature. The counts can be refreshed from a link in the 
tooltips. (RPP-10599, RPP-10471)
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Global ktable

The global ktable has been introduced for the Queue Worker Entity Resolution 
Processor's local copy of the entity resolution information. A variety of ktable 
configuration settings have also been exposed in the Queue Worker service 
configuration file. (RPP-10806)

Configurable limited date range on Review Dashboard

There are two new optional configuration settings on the Review Dashboard which 
help with performance on installations with large amounts of data. Now, the date 
range can be configured to be limited using the app configuration settings below.

● Escalations queue: {code} review_dashboard_escalation_days_back {code}

● My Reviews tab: {code}review_dashboard_review_queues_days_back{code}

When set, they limit the number of days the review dashboard shows results for. For 
example, if review_dashboard_escalation_days_back is set to 4, the escalations queue 
on the review dashboard will only show events for the last 4 days of data. It will still 
use your configured review dashboard RQL. Note that if your review dashboard RQL 
hits no events on the last 4 days worth of data, you will see no events as long as this is 
configured. When set to -1, you will see events for the entire dataset as before. The 
default is -1. (RPP-11172)

Add a materialized view of the Entity Resolution topic to the 
Queue Worker

The Queue Worker's Entity Resolution Processor now supports an optional local cache 
of entity resolution information from ROSE. This cache is backed by a local RocksDB 
instance and can be enabled via the Queue Worker service configuration file. (RPP-
10610)

Note

If you do not change your configurations, the review 
dashboard will continue to function exactly as before.
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Data partitioning

The partitioning of data in the analytics cache has been updated to improve the 
performance of the analytics compute jobs. While existing cached analytics data will 
continue to work, you will have to clear the analytics cache will have to be cleared and 
recomputed to take advantage of the new partitioning. (RPP-11262)

Patch PST ingest tool to sniff for recipient headers from the 
envelope body

The command line PST ingest tool can now sniff for recipient headers from the 
envelope body rather than the journaled message body. (RPP-10225)

Restrict access to Lucene Lexicons

The ability to create Lucene lexicons is now only available to users with the Recycler 
Role. Lucene lexicons can lead to performance issues and are therfore being 
deprecated. Users should migrate existing Lucene lexicons to RQL where appropriate. 
(RPP-10410)

Switch off using _uid in aggregations/sort to prevent filling up 
fielddata memory

Replaced terms aggregation over the _uid field with Elasticsearch's built-in "top hits 
aggregation", which functionally achieves the same results while avoiding reading 
enormous amounts of data into memory. (RPP-11263)

Streaming threading/QTD prototype

Quoted text detection is now performed by default in the streaming ingest pipeline. 
Relevant configuration is drawn from appconfig, so users who have customized the 
configuration of batch quoted text detection will see the following parameters 
respected by the streaming job: 

● * mds.text_zoning.types_to_thread 

● * mds.text_zoning.threading_subjects_to_skip 

● * mds.text_zoning.threading_entity_role_ids 

Other parameters specific to streaming are configured through the service yaml. In 
particular the streaming solution automatically purges older metadata, subject to 
configurable resource constraints: 
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● * RQL: an RQL filter to select events for which threading/qtd are to be performed 
(this feature was available for the batch job as a parameter for the endpoint used to 
start the job) 

● * delay: a configurable delay between threading and quoting emails. If batches of 
out-of-order events are to be threaded and quoted, this delay should be large 
enough to account for the expected time it takes to ingest such a batch. For events 
which are always received in order (i.e. a true real time streaming environment), 
this parameter is unnecessary. The default is a short 5 second delay to 
accommodate some pipeline non-determinism without adding a noticeable 
latency. 

● * doTimeRangeValidation: if true, events falling outside of a configurable 
window are not threaded/quoted and are forwarded unaltered to the rest of the 
ingest pipeline. 

● * allowedTimeFromPresent: the temporal window around "now" for which events 
are to be threaded/quoted. 

● * presentTimeForValidation: an override for "now," allowing for a historical data 
set to be quoted/threaded in spite of significant numbers of invalid outliers later in 
time 

● * emailIdAttribute: exposes an opaque ID corresponding to an email on the event 
(primarily for debugging purposes) 

● * threadIdAttribute: exposes an opaque ID corresponding to an emali thread on 
the event (primarily for debugging purposes) 

● * cache.bucket: timespan covered by each memory mapped buffer 

● * cache.maxBuckets: maximum number of memory mapped buffers 

● * cache.dataDirectory: location where backing files are stored 

● * cache.fileAllocationSize: unit by which backing files are grown 

● * cache.maxFileSize: maximum size for a backing file 

● * cache.maxIndexSize: maximum number of items in on-heap indexes 

● * cache.maxMemoryMappedSize: maximum total size of all memory mapped 
buffers 

The default configuration is up to 512 buckets covering one hour each (which implies 
a limit of 21 days retention). While various other resource limits exist to avoid 
catastrophic failure of the service under unusual circumstances, the intended primary 
resource limiter is cache.maxMemoryMappedSize (default 12GB). If this is set too 
high, page swapping may impede performance, in which case it can be reduced at the 
cost of shortening the effective retention window. The following endpoints exist to 
expose the actual current window and related resource usage data, and aid tuning of 
the service configuration, should it be necessary to do so: 

●   https:://content-service:9700/qtd 

●   https:://content-service:9700/qtd/buckets

(RPP-10305)
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Refdata to ROSE migration keeps pseudonyms in alias list

Pseudonyms in Rose are no longer added as aliases to an entity. (RPP-11042)

Unintentional loading of lexicons for every event for streaming 
scoring attribute queries

In previous versions, the streaming scoring of attribute queries involving lexicons 
would be functionally correct but result in unnecessary and excessive round trips to 
Elasticsearch. For earlier releases, it is recommended either to upgrade to 3.0.9 or 
blacklist any such features from streaming scoring and score them using a batch job. 
(RPP-10860)

Document handler configurability by mode

It is now possible to select specific event modes for which to upload natives or 
attachments. This is configured in the yaml config file for the conversion service by 
specifying either a whitelist or blacklist of modes in the appropriate document handler 
section. (RPP-10944)

Increase rose default cache size and pg connection pool size

Increased the default connection pool size and resolution cache size for ROSE to 64 
pg connections in the pool and 3million entities in the cache. (RPP-10952)

Event types displayed

All event types or modes are now displayed, even if they have no associated events. 
(RPP-11050)

Saved search improvement

The performance when adding or removing a saved search from Escalations or 
Reviews by checking the checkbox on the Explore page has been enhanced. (RPP-
8525)
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Autocomplete in Entity Attribute queries

Autocomplete for Entity Attribute queries only displays results with matches starting 
from the first character of the attribute. This increases the speed of the query. (RPP-
11143)

Known Issues

A list of resolved and known issues in this release is available here.

If you are not currently logged in to the Forcepoint support website, clicking the link 
brings up a My Account login prompt. Log in to view the list.
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